Identification of Heschl's gyrus on phase difference enhanced imaging.
Background The white matter in the Heschl's gyrus (HG-WM) may appear differently to the other gyri on phase difference enhanced imaging (PADRE), which can enhance the myelin density. Purpose To evaluate the signal intensity (SI) of HG-WM using the PADRE technique and to compare the images with susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI)-like images. Material and Methods The participants included 19 normal controls (38 HGs; mean age, 60.1 years; age range, 28-80 years). Coronal PADRE and SWI-like images were acquired using a 3T magnetic resonance (MR) system. The SI of the HG-WM was classified into three grades based on a comparison with the SI of the superior temporal gyrus: Grade 1, isointense; Grade 2, slightly hypointense, and Grade 3, markedly hypointense. Results In the assessment of the SI of the HG-WM, the HG-WM appeared hypointense in all 38 sites of the 19 participants; the hypointensity corresponded to Grade 2 in 13 (34%) images and Grade 3 in 25 (66%) images. On the other hand, the HG-WM was classified as Grade 1 (isointense) in all of the SWI-like images. Conclusion The HG-WM appears hypointense on PADRE, which probably reflects the higher myelin content. PADRE may be useful for identifying the HG through the assessment of the SI of the HG-WM.